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Abstract

The purpose of this study was to examine one of history’s most horrific offenses carried out by
police. This being their participation in the Holocaust. By examining previous research in the
field, it was determined the factors that led to their participation still exist in policing today.
Factors such as implicit bias and police deviancy along with the absence of ethics-based police
training are all contributing factors. An examination was conducted in regard to the existence of
the “us versus them mentality” that police possess in order to understand factors that cause it.
The research also acknowledges the existence of the “code of silence” used to protect officer’s
deviancy and ethical violations from being exposed. The research was conducted because of
current events and the necessity of understanding the complicated culture that exists in policing.
Now more than ever, law enforcement departments throughout the United States should be
focused on building legitimacy and public trust. The research found that a clear emphasis to
accomplish this should be a focus on the positive mentoring of new recruits and continual ethics
training throughout an officer’s entire career.

Keywords: Police Ethics, Code of Silence, Us versus Them, Ethics Based Police Training,
Police, Holocaust, Police Deviancy,
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Introduction
On May 25, 2020, 46-year-old Black American George Floyd was killed in Minneapolis
Minnesota during his arrest by members of the Minneapolis Police Department. Media outlets
across the country played footage of Floyd pleading for his life as officers knelt on his legs, back
and neck. Floyd’s death sparked outrage and reignited a long-standing feud between the
citizenry of this country and law enforcement. Emotional crowds called for police to be
defunded while others called them to be abolished. On September 8, 2020, prominent black civil
right leader Rev. Al Sharpton stated:
“We need to re-imagine how we do policing… to take all policing off is
something a latte liberal may go for as they sit around the Hamptons discussing
this as an academic problem. But people living on the ground need proper
policing. (Garger, 2020, p. 1)”
What Rev. Sharpton realizes is that law enforcement is an integral part of our culture and
the democracy of this country. Law enforcement agencies and officers must acknowledge and
embrace the role they play in both. They must step back and look at how they conduct business
and how they serve their communities. It is their responsibility to accept prior misdeeds and
determine how to move forward.
The purpose of this study is to examine one of history’s most horrific offenses carried out
by police. This being their participation in the Holocaust. This examination will help break
down and determine the factors that led to their participation and expose how some of those
factors still exist in policing today. We will also look at factors such as implicit bias and police
deviancy along with the absence of ethics-based police training. We will examine the existence
of the “us versus them mentality” that police possess and try to understand factors that cause it.
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This research is important because of the existence of the “code of silence” among some
police officers (Kaariainen et al., 2008). This code of silence is used to protect officer’s
deviancy and ethical violations from being exposed. It is even believed that the code of silence is
so powerful that it may be difficult, if not impossible, to study police misconduct (Kaariainen et
al., 2008). We must work to understand the complicated culture that exists in policing. Now
more than ever, law enforcement departments throughout the United States should be focused on
building legitimacy and public trust. The primary emphasis to accomplish this should be a focus
on positive mentoring and continual ethics training throughout an officer’s career.
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Literature Review
The History of Policing
Sir Robert Peel formed the first Modern Day Police department in London in 1829
(Jones, 2004). As part of this development, Peel thought long and hard on developing policing so
that it could be separate from a military force and formed it based on nine principles. Those 9
principals are as follows (Jones, 2004):
•

Principle 1. The basic mission for which the police exist is to prevent crime and disorder.

•

Principle 2. The ability of the police to perform their duties is dependent upon public
approval of police actions.

•

Principle 3. Police must secure the willing cooperation of the public in voluntary
observance of the law to be able to secure and maintain the respect of the public.

•

Principal 4. The degree of cooperation of the public that can be secured diminishes
proportionately to the necessity of the use of physical force.

•

Principal 5. Police seek and preserve public favor not by catering to the public opinion
but by constantly demonstrating absolute impartial service to the law.

•

Principal 6. Police use physical force to the extent necessary to secure observance of the
law or to restore order only when the exercise of persuasion, advice, and warning is
found to be sufficient.

•

Principal 7. Police, at all times, should maintain a relationship with the public that gives
reality to the historic tradition that the police are the public and the public are the police;
the police being only members of the public who are paid to give full-time attention to
the duties which are incumbent in every citizen in the interests of the community welfare
and existence.
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•

Principle 8. Police should always direct their action strictly towards their function and
never appear to usurp the powers of the judiciary.

•

Principal 9. The test of police efficiency is the absence of crime and disorder, not the
visible evidence of police action in dealing with it.
The media is filled with examples today which show some agencies, and especially some

individual officers, have strayed far from that vision. However, there is some contradiction on
what some believe police officers should be. President Barak Obama's Task Force on 21st
Century Policing (2015) determined that law enforcement should understand that they are
guardians, not warriors. It states that this guardian mindset will help lend legitimacy to police
and help build public trust (Final Report, The President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing,
2015). Conti and Nolan (2005) suggested during their experience with cadets that police see
themselves as warriors. Well known author and law enforcement influencer Lt. Col Dave
Grossman, U.S Army retired, declares that police should be sheepdogs. In his book On Combat,
he describes ordinary citizens and members of society as sheep. He then describes the bad guys,
criminals, or violent members of society as the wolves. Grossman expounds by declaring police
officers are sheepdogs. He explains that it is their job to protect the sheep from the wolves
(Grossman. 2008. pp. 180-181). Yarmey (1999) stated that police officers and departments both
find public expectations, reactions to peacekeeping, crime fighting, and community service roles
inconsistent (as cited in Mink, 2000).
Police are exposure to both the stresses and pressures of serving the public every day and
often only seeing the worst in humanity. Overtime, police officers develop an us versus them
mentality. Us being the police against them the public. In training, police are consistently being
subjected to three ideologies. You are going die, you are going be sued, and there is always the
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potential to use force against some members of the public every day. It may be challenging to
maintain a guardian or shepherd's perspective when from the inception of their development as
an officer, they have always been instructed to keep their guard up. They are closed off to society
and trained to protect good people from bad (Conti & Nolan, 2005).
The problem with the us versus them mentality is that it can lead to corruption and ethicviolations by police officers. The Mollen commission reported in 1995, that wherever they
found corruption the” us versus them mentality” was present (as cited in Conti & Nolan, 2005, p.
178).
The Role of German Police During the Holocaust
In 2016 I attended the Federal Bureau of Investigation's National Academy in Quantico,
Virginia. As part of this 10-week course in executive leadership, a trip to the National Holocaust
Museum was conducted on February 06, 2016. As part of our experience there we addressed by
the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU). This presentation was an attempt to remind us of
the past in order to prevent it from occurring again. The group was presented with shocking
images of the genocide that took place through the Nazi Party's influence. Presented were images
of entire towns of people being murdered. It was in one room; however, a startling revelation
was made as they presented images, much like the images shown in figure 1. The photos,
however, were not of Nazi soldiers but actual police officers murdering Jews. There was
substantial evidence of police officers lining up and stripping Jewish men, women, and children
naked before executing them into mass graves. See figure 2 and 3.
As the German army began invading and occupying countries, they started having issues
with a lack of resources and manpower. Hitler, of course, had many motives for his occupation
and advancement of Germany. We know, however, from history, that one of those motives is
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what he termed "the final solution". This plan of killing Jews and other displaced people required
vast amounts of manpower. The Germany military began partnering with, and tasking
established police agencies throughout the regions to do this genocidal work.
Erich Haberer in his first of three articles on the German police involvement in the
holocaust (2001) documents that German Police were involved in killing Jews from 1941-1944.
German police officers and their assembled task forces pushed through Belorussia, the Baltic
Republics and Ukraine during the Summer and Autumn of 1941. It is estimated that 750,000
Jews were murdered in what was known as the "first sweep" from June 1941 and April 1942
(Haberer, 2001, p. 13). From the spring of 1942 through 1944, another 1.5 million murders
occurred (Haberer, 2001). Haberer (2001) explains that the first sweep was carried out in regions
still under civil administration but done under cover of military operations. However, an even
more deadly 2nd phase was later conducted by law enforcement agencies in non-military areas.
See figure 4.
Police leadership was extremely callous in documenting these actions to superiors. A
letter written to a Police Commander in Minsk by the Chief in Baranovichi contained the
following dictation dated August 26, 1942 (Haberer, 2001, p. 20):
"I have received the general assignment from the Gebietskommisar (area commissioner)
in Baranowitsche to eliminate the Jews from Gebiet, particularly the countryside, to the extent
that my forces permit. Major actions carried out in the last few months resulted in large numbers
of Jews fleeing and joking the partisan groups. In order to prevent further escapes, I have
eliminated the Jews still remaining in the towns of Polka and Mir. A total of 719 Jews was shot.
In the meantime, the Gendarmerie-Posts were able to recapture and execute 320 Jews who fled
during the major actions”.
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According to Haberer (2001) this proves that the Chief Commander for Belorussia was
vastly aware and kept up to date of these killing operations. Therefore, he approved the
participation of his police officers as part of their duties. The research strongly suggests that the
significant factor in why these officers took part in the killing was peer influence. These police
officials were influenced by the Nazi's. Haberer suggests evidence of communication in his
research involving SS brigadier General Zener, the head of the SD (Intelligence agency of the
Nazi Party) and the Nazi SS with police.
Haberer (2001) highlights that the civil police were operating independently but became a
much-needed resource because of occasional jurisdictional issues. Rapid elimination of the Jews
in rural areas could not have been accomplished without civil administration (police) means and
initiative. Finder and Prusin’s (2004) research results indicate that police recruits were being
instructed by German means and with the German Ethos. Ukrainian officers were instructed on
ordinary police skills such as criminology and crime scene photography but also the German
language and the workings of the German SS (Finder & Prusin, 2004). The environment during
their training had a major impact on their behavior. Prusin and Finder (2004) pointed out that the
Ukrainian police ranks were vastly filled with the uneducated "peasant" class. Here we see a
clear-cut example due to the lack of manpower, uneducated officers were being selected to fill
the rank and file positions. The officer ranks were reserved for the educated.
In the Ukraine, most individuals who joined police forces did it for survival. They were
trying to survive a German occupation and avoid forced labor (Finder & Prusin, 2004). They
were allotted financial compensation, food, insurance, and transportation (Finder & Prusin,
2004). Others participated because they felt that it was just part of their destiny (Haberer, 2001,
p. 399). Even though they disagreed with their actions, they blamed it on war or a moral
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obligation to loyalty, comradeship, and discipline (Haberer, 2001, p. 399). On top of influence,
we began to see that it was what they believed was part of their duty. They were justifying the us
versus them ideology. Depending on leadership, some officers were simply held insubordinate
for refusal to participate. Instead of punishment or discipline, officers were mainly being
overlooked for promotions or awards (Haberer, 2001, p. 399). However, their refusal often led to
them being ostracized and looked down upon. They were seen as too soft to participate in such a
macho type police environment. The research points to the importance of fitting in with or
surviving the group.
Throughout reading the text and information presented another factor begins to emerge.
Finder and Prusin (2004) gave an example of an incident that took place in Ukraine. A young
boy had made his way into a park full of citizens having picnics, children playing, etc. The boy
around 14 years of age went and set isolated under a tree to rest. Other children in the park
approached him and began talking with him. Witnesses described how the children ran over and
got more children who then began arguing with the boy and summonsing their parents. The
parents then summoned Ukrainian police to the scene who took the boy into custody. The boy
was a Jewish child who had recently escaped the Gestapo. What can be deduced was some sense
of strong bias. Whether that bias was anti sematic, anti-polish, or anti-communist, it existed. The
problem begins when you give someone who already carries deep-rooted prejudice towards a
people, a position of power and authority. Policing can provide a person with bias an avenue
where they can inflict pain, suffering, or oppression on a group of people.
This example of abuse of power and mistrust is extreme but, we see how influence can
significantly affect people's behavior. We also see that when people feel they have a sense of
duty or fear added with external pressure from peers, they can make unethical decisions. The two
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most significant takeaways from Haberer (2001) and Finer and Prusin’s (2004) research is that
when someone carries a racist mindset or an implicit bias towards a group and are given power,
they likely may use their authority to act upon those biases. The second is undoubtedly the level
influence has on impressionable police recruits.
Implicit Bias
When we think of bias we usually are directed towards the idea of explicit bias. This
type of bias is where the individual is aware of their prejudices and beliefs towards a certain
group (“Understanding Bias”, n.d.). It is a conscious idea of racism or racists behavior. The
research points to the fact that you can possess both conscious and subconscious biases. You
may also possess two conflicting ideas. Murgado (2014) identifies cognitive dissonance as
believing two conflicting ideals at once.
Implicit bias is different because it occurs on a subconscious level. This bias, deep down
inside your psychology, is based on prior influences in your life or impressions that may involve
attitudes, perceptions, feelings, and stereotypes (“Understanding Bias”, n.d.). Madoshi (2016)
identifies implicit bias as when you project your stereotypes or attitudes or make decisions based
on them (Madoshi, 2016). Implicit bias also does not require a direct hostile experience, it only
requires that you have been exposed to some type of information (“Understanding Bias”, n.d.).
We must try to understand implicit bias and accept that all of us possess it to some extent.
For example, when someone roles up their vehicle window while approaching a homeless man
begging at a stop sign. Most of our implicit bias is based on our own experiences in life, whether
they are good or bad. It also comes from things we may have been taught by people of influence
or the cultural group through which we identify. If you have been taught that a certain group of
people are dangerous, uncivilized, or poor society members, you probably will treat them that
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way (Madoshi, 2016). Implicit bias can be reduced however, simply by discussing them
(“Understanding Bias”, n.d.). If a person is able to identify them and become aware, they then
can reduce or manage them and control them negatively affecting their actions (“Understanding
Bias”, n.d.).
Place yourself in the shoes of a police officer. If you see a disheveled beat-up older
model vehicle and at the same time see a brand-new vehicle, both committing the same traffic
infraction, which vehicle would you pull over? Based on experience, many might pull over the
old beat-up vehicle. An officer may believe the vehicle may not have insurance and other crimes
are likely being committed inside. This bias of course is from experience. This experience,
however, may lead to a stop based on these biases rather than reasonable suspicion or probable
cause.
On March 3, 1991 Rodney King was beaten by four white police officers in Los Angeles,
California. In a grainy video taken by George Holiday, you could see the officers repeatedly
striking King with batons and stomping him with their feet. See figure 5. The video also shows
multiple officers on the scene spectating and allowing the officers to participate, including Sgt.
Stacey Koon, the supervising officer. As reported in the NY Times (1993) Sgt. Mark J. Conta of
the LAPD training academy condemned his own department's beating from the witness stand at
trial. Conta, who oversaw the LAPD academy’s physical training and self-defense unit, stated
that it was a clear violation of LAPD's policies and procedures (NY Times, 1993). Anyone alive
during that time will remember the riots that followed the officer's acquittal.
Katz (2016) highlights the situation leading up to King's arrest. During the 1980's, crime
rates were soaring in the United States. They were significantly rising in and around Los
Angeles. African American community leaders had partnered with the mayor and encouraged the
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police to begin "Gang Sweeps" (Katz, 2016, p. 240). The LAPD publicized this as "Operation
Hammer" (Katz, 2016, p. 240). Operation Hammer specifically targeted black youth due to a
report that half the black men in affected areas were gang members. Katz explains that the police
began a military-style deployment of tactics. These included checkpoints and roadblocks to
screen car occupants. We see here the forming of an us versus them mentality. Officers, some of
whom had never worked these areas were thrown in a danger zone and told everyone was a gang
member (Katz, 2016, p. 240). Remember, if you have been taught that a certain group of people
are dangerous, uncivilized, or poor society members, you probably will treat them as such
(Madoshi, 2016). Fear toppled with bias and power climaxed with the Rodney King Incident.
If a bias exists for example, that most of the time, a lower socio-economic class of people
commit more crime than the higher class. Officers may only target people from a lower socioeconomic class. Furthermore, Germany's officers were being bombarded with a Nazi ethos, and
some already held racists and antisemitic ideas. Murgado (2014) states that individuals will
gravitate towards one belief and then search for others who are like minded. Taking the path of
least resistance requires the least amount of work. Like the examples given thus far in the
research, people tend to associate with those who believe with them because, individuals do not
like to be wrong (Murgado, 2014). Given the platform and power that policing provides, police
officers have been in the past and are still now able to act on those biases.
Law Enforcement agencies and officers across the united states must understand that they
are given great power, and it is their responsibility to ensure they are legitimate in providing the
community a service. They must also understand that society will obey the law if they believe
the officers enforcing it are doing it procedurally, justly, and legitimately (Final Report, The
President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing 2015).
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President Barack Obama's Task Force on 21st Century Policing
President Barak Obama assembled a task force in 2015, to address issues in policing. The
11 members of the panel represented a wide range of perspectives and listened to over 100
individuals representing a wide range of different stakeholders in communities and society as a
whole (Final Report, The President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing, 2015). This panel
concluded that there were six areas law enforcement agencies should focus their efforts. These
pillars were Building Trust and Legitimacy, Policy and Oversight, Technology and Social
Media, Community Policing and Crime Reduction, Training and Education, and Officer
Wellness and Safety (Final Report, The President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing, 2015).
Pillar one and pillar five are important and lend credibility to this research.
Inside pillar one, The fundamental issues in building and maintaining relationships
between the police and the community was developing trust and nurturing legitimacy on both
sides (Final Report, The President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing, 2015 p. 1). The panel
believes that agencies should develop better policies and strategies when not only dealing with
the citizenry but also in their interactions as ranking members of their departments with officers.
The biggest principle they found in their research is that citizens are more likely to obey the law
if they feel the ones enforcing it are legitimate and fair ((Final Report, The President’s Task
Force on 21st Century Policing, 2015).
Inside pillar five, Training and Education, the task force explained how critical it is to
ensure that law enforcement must be supplied with practical and expanded training (Final
Report, The President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing, 2015 p. 3). These specialized skills
defined by the panel specifically included training on implicit bias and procedural justice. The
U.S. Department of Justice (n.d.) defines procedural justice as the idea that in the process of
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police and citizen interactions, there is an idea of fairness in the process, transparency in the
action, opportunities for everyone to have a voice, and impartiality in the decision that is made.
The research reinforces that over the course of their career, law enforcement officers must be
given the proper training to reinforce appropriate ethical decision making.
Das (1986) states that police officers are not true professionals because of the lack of
training and education they are required to possess. He gives the example of true professionals
being doctors, lawyers, and theologians. Police officers do however, regularly have to make
decisions by way of both discretion and judgement (Das, 1986, p. 77). Das (1986) refers to the
decisions police are required to make as an “awesome responsibility” (p. 77).
The Need to Build Trust and Legitimacy
Sir Robert Peels 8th principal stated that “police should always direct their action strictly
towards their function and never appear to usurp the powers of the judiciary” (Jones, 2004).
Chilton and Stewart (1998) also feel that police officers are public servants. Like all public
servants they are “fiduciaries”, and they have a priority to act for others benefit (Chilton &
Stewart, 1998). There is an expectation for police to be accountable to the public at all times
because they swore an oath of office to that public (Chilton & Stewart, 1998). There are many
examples that have been documented that are contrary to this oath. Unfortunately, Chilton and
Stewart (1998) point out that some believe that public servants always act selfishly (p. 5).
The Rodney King incident is not an isolated incident. On October 20, 2014, Chicago
Police Officer Jason Van Dyke was involved in the shooting death of Laquan McDonald.
Madhani (2019) explains that McDonald, who was shot 16 times, had reportedly lunged at Van
Dyke prior to the shooting. When bodycam footage was released, it was evident that McDonald
did not lunge at Van Dyke and was in fact walking away. As a result, Van Dyke was sentenced
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to 6 years, nine months in prison. It was also revealed that seven officers inside the police
department had attempted to cover up the shooting (Husain, 2019).
On July 11, 2019, Jackson County Florida Sheriff's Deputy Zachary Wester was arrested
after bodycam footage appeared to show him planting drug evidence in a vehicle belonging to
Teresa Odom (McLaughlin, 2019). The Florida Department of Law Enforcement conducted an
investigation. After reviewing a large quantity of body camera footage, Wester on multiple
occasions, pulled over citizens and planted evidence inside their vehicle. As a result, 119
individuals were falsely arrested (McLaughlin, 2019).
On May 22, 2013, Louisville Metro Police Officer Joe Burden was charged after fondling
a woman's breast during a strip search based on a falsified warrant. The victim reported the
sexual assault to the department’s Internal Affairs Division. The victim authorized the Internal
Affairs Unit to put her undercover. During a recorded meeting, Burden sexually assaulted the
victim again. Burden later pled guilty to charges (“LMPD officer charged with official
misconduct after ordering women to strip”, 2013).
Deviance involving police is not just an issue in the United States. In January of 2011, in
England, the prosecution of six environmental activist who had been charged with conspiracy to
commit trespass failed when it was discovered that the prosecution intentionally suppressed
evidence that could have set the defendants free (Gilmore & Tufail, 2013, p.8). Evans and Lewis
(2013) discovered that the police had used undercover officers to infiltrate the group (as cited in
Gilmore & Tufail, 2013). It was discovered that the undercover officers actually worked to
provoke the activists, sexually exploited women in the group and used the identities of dead
children as their own (Evans & Lewis, 2013, as cited in Gilmore and Tufail, 2013, p.8).
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Most recently, many cities in the United States have erupted in protest over the
videotaped death of George Floyd. Floyd was killed as a result of Minneapolis Police Officers
leaving him handcuffed in the prone position while Officer Derek Chauvin knelt on his neck.
The incident lasted 7 minutes and 46 seconds, during which Floyd told the officers over 20 times
that he was having difficulty breathing (“George Floyd: What happened in the final moments of
his life”, 2020).
Patricia Robinson (2015) suggests that the nature of current events is becoming a large
conflict which is brewing on both sides. The citizenry is becoming suspicious of police behavior
and the police are becoming defensive against society. This is going to make policing even more
difficult. Robinson (2015) suggests that a large portion of the responsibility lies at the feet of
police leadership. According to Robinson (2015) police leaders need to take both an outward
approach with the citizenry along with an inward approach with staff.
Robinson (2015) suggests the following five principles for police leaders to evaluate are
as follows:
•

Encourage a service mindset at every level. This correlates with earlier
research about the warrior mindset. Robinson (2015) believes the warrior mindset
may be appealing to new recruits but only creates a bigger divide between police
and their communities.

•

Increase Transparency. We have often seen footage where agencies hold body
camera footage or pertinent details of an event from the public. This often due to
investigative reasons. With information technology today, there is hardly few
police tactics that have not already been revealed to the citizenry. Transparency
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should be normal business with the goal to help the community understand as
much as possible (Robinson, 2015).
•

Engaging the news media proactively. This is the last outward principle.
Robinson (2015) feels that instead of viewing reporters as suspicious, police
leaders should embrace them. Holding back information or ignoring reporters
only frustrates and hurts the agency. Robinson (2015) states that police agencies
should reflect on how businesses utilize the media to generate positive attention
and build public relations. Police should be utilizing the media to get out
information to the public about events and crime.

•

Visibly support the rank and file. If officers feel attacked or victimized, morale
will suffer. Robinson (2015) feels police leaders should listen to their officers and
show support. Not only should agency leaders serve the community, they should
also serve the people they lead.

•

Avoid rushing to judgement. This may be the most difficult. When incidents
occur, agency leaders must show support for their officers but also the public they
serve. Here agency leaders may act to quickly and make hasty decisions.
Robinson (2015) points to the “dammed if you do, damned if you don’t”
consequences that may stem from hasty decisions which may erode the service
mindset and then spur aggressive behavior from other officers on the streets. Here
all the other principles have to be in play in order for you to be successful.

Police Deviancy
It is essential to understand on what scale police deviancy exists. Is this a case of a few
pieces of rotten fruit in the proverbial fruit bowl, or is this a bigger issue? Punch (2010)
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investigated whether it was an issue of an apple, a barrel of apples, or entire orchards, in regards
to police corruption. Initial beliefs may point toward deviancy occurring in municipal agencies
employing large numbers of officers. Research, however, shows arrests of police officers
involved in criminal incidents happen across a broader spectrum.
The National Institute of Justice, Officer of Justice Programs, and the U.S Department of
Justice awarded federal funding to study to determine the scale of law enforcement officers
arrested. Stinson (2016) reported a much broader problem. The study covered research from
arrests involving police officers between 2005-2011. The results showed that officers had been
arrested in over 1,205 cities and included all 50 states and the District of Columbia (Stinson,
2016 p. 189). Stinson (2016) reported the total number of arrests was 5,545 officers. Police
officers get arrested regularly around the country to include large urban cities and small towns,
including rural departments (Stinson, 2016, p. 199). It should be noted this study represents only
the officers who committed crimes and got caught.
The study also discovered that the majority of these officers' arrests stemmed from
incidents that occurred as a result of their exposure to opportunities on duty (Stinson, 2016). The
researchers explained this might be due to the possibility of having little supervision, low public
visibility, and personal interaction with the public, which give power and authority to officers
over the citizenry (Stinson, 2016, p. 190). Policewomen are more likely to get arrested for
economic crimes (Stinson et. al 2015). These include fraud, embezzlement, welfare fraud,
shoplifting. Policemen’s crimes are usually related to violence or sex related incidents (Stinson
et al. 2015).
Punch (2010) acknowledges, in his research, he had also never encountered a new police
officer who was excited about getting involved in deviant behavior. He states that new officers
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are motivated to abide by the law, are idealistic and may be excellent officers before becoming
bent (Punch, 2010, p. 10). Gilmartin & Harris (1998) also believe that officers start their career
as “enthusiastic, highly motivated people” (p. 2). It is the “over-investment and overidentifying” with their occupation that makes them believe they are singled out and often
victimized by society (Gilmartin & Harris, 1998. p. 2).
The real problem however, is by the time they receive ethics training in the academy they
have already been influenced on how department members want them to behave and the informal
rules they want them to operate by (Johnson & Cox, 2004 pg. 73). Officers become the product
of the agency, their peers, and the training academy. Conti and Nolan (2005) state that the
moment recruits enter the academy, they are in a way cut off from the rest of society. Their new
environment is both their home and workplace with the overall goal of getting the group to form
a new identity (Conti & Nolan, 2005, p. 167).
At some point in an officer's career, they will be challenged with some sort of ethical
dilemma. When you think of corruption, you must understand anything that betrays the public's
trust should be considered corruption (Punch, 2010). Punch (2010) breaks these ethical dilemmas
down into three categories; the grass eaters, the meat-eaters, and the Dirty Harries. The grass
eaters lightly tread into things like accepting free meals or discounts based on their position. The
meat-eaters are proactive and go after things such as taking bribes and forming partnerships with
criminal organizations. Lastly, Punch (2010) explains the Dirty Harries break the rules to achieve
justice and argue that their actions justify the end result. The fight against crime and pressures to
solve it no matter the cost.
The research shows the existence of a trend. There is indeed a macho culture in policing
based on demonizing out groups (Punch, 2010 p. 10). Due to social nature of police work, police
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officers succumb to the pressures around them, especially by their peers. The macho culture that
comes with policing help elevate them against the public. This even hold true for policewomen.
Researchers feel that female officers make take extra steps in order to try to promote or get
accepted into the predominantly male profession (Stinson et al., 2015). Stinson et al. (2015)
suggests, no matter gender, fear of being included versus being left out often leads to deviant
behavior. This adds credibility to the trend of being included or excluded from the group and the
pressure to contribute, leading to negative actions and decisions as also highlighted during the
Holocaust.
Stoddard (1968) utilized a police officer with 3 ½ experience to infiltrate what he
describes as a "code" among police officers. In his hypothesis for the article, he believed illegal
practices of police officers are socially prescribed through a "code" rather than being a function
of some type of shortcoming or personal deficiency (Stoddard, 1968 p. 201). These officers were
involved in a gamut of deviant behavior, everything from accepting free drinks and cigarettes to
stealing from burglary scenes before contacting victims.
Stoddard (1968) discovered that as new recruits came into the agency, they were screened
by the veteran officers involved in the deviant behavior. If they seemed to be a good fit, they
were accepted and fraternized. If they were deemed a liability or someone who was a stand-up
officer, they were ostracized and excluded. During Stoddard’s (1968) research an informant
reported an incident of an officer who was always above reproach. He had issues with deviancy
among the officers who were involved in corruption. The informant advised they had utterly
ostracized him. They ended up putting him on desk duty and transferring him around from one
assignment to the next, completely excluding him from the group.
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He reported another individual officer who would not tolerate the other officer's
deviancy on any level. The informant said over time, this same officer was caught having an
affair in his patrol car. The findings lend credibility to the thought that overtime, peer pressure
and the macho environment chipped away at his morals and decision-making abilities. The
evidence shows that officers want to fit in to their work environment to a fault. Gilmartin and
Harris (1998) believe that when officers believe their environment is out of control, they may
eventually loath a job they previously loved.
The pressure of living up to this macho type environment also plays into the us versus
them mentality that continues to surface throughout the research. Officers will organize the
citizenry into subgroups. Gilmore and Tufail (2013) reported the Independent Police Complaints
Commission in England determined that young people, ethnic minority groups and those from
low socioeconomic backgrounds were most likely to bear the brunt of corrupt police practices (p.
9). The categorizing into subgroups will eventually lead to demonizing the group (Punch, 2010).
This toppled with the pressure that society places on police to solve every problem exacerbates
matters. The desire to meet expectations and hit high productivity in order to lower crime and
reduce disorder may have a negative effect. Police then begin cutting corners and committing
policy violations for the greater good. The greater good being restoring order. Doing this,
however, disrupts public trust and the cycle starts over again.
It should be reinforced that Stoddard's study was conducted in 1968 but, police are still
committing public trust violations. The most significant danger for any department to encounter
is in fact, this "code" that surfaced in the research. The code is a code of silence. Whether this
silence exists to hide actual crimes or any violation of social norms, it must be identified and
made known.
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This code of silence seems to be a norm developed into agency culture. Any organization
no matter how big or small develops its own culture. It has two distinct avenues. The first of
course is a more formal culture. Formal culture is determined significantly through policy,
procedure, city ordinances and both state and federal law. Informal culture is developed behind
the scenes. As this researched has progressed, we began to see a vivid image of how culture can
impact decision making. Though it may be led by formal rules, police work is strongly
influenced by the informal rules and developed culture of the individual agency and also the
agency members (Kaariainen et al., 2008).
The informal culture is strongly built upon the nature of police work. Law Enforcement
officers are consistently interacting with members of their communities every day. They are
often faced with danger and often the more dangerous members of society (Kaariainen et al.,
2008). The policing environment is complex and seemingly out of control. Police are having to
deal with the external pressures of those public interactions, the internal macho environment and
the desire to fit in, and then the para-militaristic way the agency is ran and or structured.
Along with the outside environment, officers are routinely mixing with members of
police supervision. Police work is not shielded from the inconsistencies that occur from one
person’s leadership styles and abilities to the next. These inconsistency outside and inside
agencies help to continually reinforce suspicion. Police officers therefore are creatures of
suspicion and long to control in a seemingly out of control environment (Kaariainen et al., 2008).
We clearly see again this suggesting and building the us versus them mindset. The one thing
they feel they can control is the public. The mentality to operate outside the lines in order to
control or accomplish the greater good begins to erode decision making. As Kaariainen et al.
(2008) states in his research:
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The end result is a professional culture characterized by isolation from
the surrounding community, loyalty towards colleagues, and a tendency to
emphasize independent, heavy handed measures in everyday work. (p. 87)
The research also brings up the idea of ethical compromising. Gilmartin and Harris
(1998) believe that any officer can be placed in an environment that can lead to an ethical
dilemma and that it does not necessarily have to be an environment plagued with corruption. As
the research points, policing by nature can cause officers to feel victimized. Gilmartin and
Harris (1998) have constructed a continuum of compromise that stems from a justification and
rationalization due to a victim mentality. The continuum consists of three levels of compromise:
•

Acts of Omission. Gilmartin and Harris (1998) explain that as the victim mentality sets
in, officers may begin to justify behavior they once did not. An officer may feel that they
are not cared about personally so they stop caring about enforcing traffic offenses. It may
include omitting paperwork, not following up on cases, doing just enough to avoid
discipline, turning a blind eye to petty offenses etc. The researchers strongly suggest that
acts of omission are strongly affected by peer influence.

•

Acts of Commission. Gilmartin and Harris (1998) believe this continuum has a stair step
effect. It is not difficult, once the continuum begins, to transition to the next
compromise. Officers at this stage begin committing violations that violate
administrative policies. Only facing sanctions on the administrative level, officers
feeling victimized may begin to commit acts such as sleeping on duty, carrying
unauthorized gear, having consensual sexual contact with citizens while on duty, not
reporting traffic accidents etc. Gilmartin and Harris (1998) state that these acts are
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significant in regard to integrity and can damage community trust and relationships with
the citizenry when revealed.
•

Acts of Commission. Gilmartin and Harris (1998) point out this is the final stage of the
continuum where officer may find themselves committing acts that earlier in their career
would have seemed terrible. This may start off slow such as stealing overtime hours or
taking items from work for personal or home use. This, if allowed, will fester into much
larger ethical issue. As discussed earlier this may turn into stealing guns, stealing items
from burglary scenes and potentially assaulting citizens. This may be exaggerated by a
since of loyalty or the thought of nobody caring about officers putting their lives on the
line (Gilmartin & Harris, 1998). In the end, loyalty wins over ethics and integrity and it
becomes acceptable to commit crimes for a greater good.
Gilmartin and Harris (1998) feel that oftentimes the continuum is preventable. This has

to be done by way of proactive supervision along with credible training and instruction. The
concept of the continuum must be made known to officers and discussed throughout the
organization (Gilmartin & Harris, 1998). It is a matter of leadership!
Leader’s responsibility in Ethics Training
The research clearly shows that norms will develop inside a police agency’s culture.
These norms, if allowed, have the potential to become unethical in nature. The code of silence is
one of these unethical norms. Officers do not have a problem with determining what constitutes
wrongdoing on behalf of their fellow officers (Westmarland, 2005). Westmarland (2005)
believes it is the partnerships, solidarity and loyalty that develops among them that may affect
whether they report corrupt acts or not. Ethical decision making and ethics training must be
consistently discussed and reinforced in law enforcement officers’ daily activities.
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Officers routinely conduct tactical thinking. This involves thinking out tactical scenarios
in their mind and visualizing possible outcomes. They are trained to do this while responding to
critical incidents. Officers need to be as mentally prepared to survive ethical dilemmas as they
are life threatening situations (Gilmartin & Harris, 1998). The timing of ethical dilemmas may
not be predicted and may occur at a moment’s notice. If they are not prepared, even the most
ethical officers may have to make an instant life changing ethical decision that may have
irreversible consequences (Gilmartin & Harris, 1998). You cannot expect officers to step in and
automatically make ethical decisions without having appropriate training, just as you cannot
expect them to automatically perform technical skills (Wyatt-Nichol & Franks, 2009, p. 40).
Trautman (2000) states that leaders are the root of both the cause of corruption but also
the key element in preventing and solving it. Trautman (2000) believes that the majority of the
incidents of corruption usually start with small acts or unethical decisions and then fester into
much larger problems. It is leadership that allows the situations to grow out of control by
refusing to respond early and correct issues. Trautman (2000) believes leaders of police
organizations need to develop more courage and admit that their agencies do have problems.
Law enforcement leaders and senior officers should take more responsibility for this
ethics training. Leadership in an organization is not just a title or a figure head. It is a moral
relationship between people, based on trust, obligation, commitment, emotion, and a shared
vision of the good (Osula & NG, 2014, p. 95). The only way to make changes and help repair or
maintain public trust is by creating a culture within the organization of positive ethics and ethical
decision making.
Mink (2000) states it is up to individual law enforcement agency leaders to create an
environment where individuals feel free to express ideas and concerns without being fear of
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reprisal (p. 22). If officers in agencies feel free to express themselves, the individual will then
have higher self-disclosure and will share personal information (Mink, 2000, p. 22). This is
important because if officers can give constructive feedback, ethical dilemmas and violations
may be exposed before larger problems exist. The research so far lends to the fact that officers
are very impressionable to older veteran officers.
Gilmartin and Harris (1998) believe that leaders cannot just talk about ethics, they have
to live and lead everyday by example (as cited in Robinson, 2004). This creates an atmosphere
where everyone is looking out of each other both tactically and ethically (Robinson, 2004). This
is particularly important in the Field Training Process. Across the country the majority of
officers undergo a field training program after their initial academy training. During this
program they ride with a veteran field training officer(s) or FTO(s). Agencies should ensure that
FTO programs are current and that Field Training Officers themselves, are not disgruntled
(Trautman, 2000).
Trautman (2000) feels that most field training programs in the country are lifeless and out
of date and that officers are being instructed by senior officers who feel a lack of support from
administrators. If officers do not feel comfortable or trust the agency or leaders, they will turn
to smaller groups (Mink, 2000). Inside these small groups, they then will feel connected and
supported. This may only help to continue to support corruption and the code of silence (Mink,
2000).
White and Escobar (2008) report in their research a common statement in police lore.
Police veterans repeatedly tell new officers that the first thing they should do is forget the
training they learned in the academy. Veterans believe based on their experiences that the
training they are learning is irrelevant to the actual job they do (White & Escobar, 2008). White
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and Escobar (2008) believe that the gap between academy training and actual on duty experience
can be bridged through proper adult learning or andragogy.
Andragogy, promotes discussions and debate by participants (White & Escobar, 2008).
Instructors act more like facilitators and not lecturers. Students are allowed to share their own
experiences. These experiences along with newly learned knowledge and techniques allow
students to develop their own strategies for taking knowledge back to their daily jobs. White and
Escobar (2008) state that the andragogical report draws from past experiences, treat the trainees
as adults, adapts to the need of the actual participant, allows for creativity, and fosters critical
thinking (p.124).
Proper policing must involve regular ethics training. It must be a part of the agency’s
values. Strong values that are reinforced every day and are utilized in the decisions made,
empower agency culture. A sense of identity and spirit to the nature of the work itself, must be
reinforced (Osula & Ng, 2014, p. 97). This will unify a culture that has a predisposition to
isolating by attracting the members and energizing them (Osula & Ng, 2014, p. 97). If officers
understand what the ethics and rules are, understand what conduct is expected and they trust that
the leaders in the organization are fair and impartial, then this trust will weaken the code of
silence (Kaariainen et al., 2008, p.88).
Assessment of Ethics Training in Law Enforcement and Best Practices
The training hours that officers are receiving in ethics are minuscule compared to the
consequences of violating public trust. Wyatt-Nichol Franks (2009-10) point to the ruling by the
United States Supreme Court. It is not just the individual officers who run the risk of liability.
The U.S. Supreme court ruled in the case of City of Canton, Ohio V. Harris, 489 U.S. 378
(1989), that cities as a whole can also be held liable when it can be demonstrated that a failure to
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train officers was a factor in the violation of an individual’s civil rights (Wyatt-Nichol & Franks,
2009-10). Ethics training must be top priority. It is the bridge that connects written policy and
actual behavior of officers (Wyatt-Nichol & Franks, 2009-10).
Wyatt-Nichol and Franks (2009) present research showing that across the 17,000 police
agencies in the United States there is a substantial difference in the amount of ethical training
each receives during the recruit’s academy training experience. The data presents that academies
can range from 12 to 26 weeks with the typical time devoted to ethics being two to four hours
(Wyatt-Nichols, 2009, p. 41). As part of research, I reviewed transcripts from a recruit who
attended the Department of Criminal Justice Training Academy in Richmond KY in 2000, and
also a recruit who attended the academy in 2020. Neither transcript documents the actual
number of training hours received in ethics.
The majority of this training is done through a lecture style of teaching (Wyatt-Nichol &
Franks, 2009). Recruits are subject to many types of stresses in their academy training. Moving
from class to class simultaneously while also participating in defense tactics and extremely
taxing physical training. Many of these lectures take place during the course of the day when
recruits are already exhausted and may not be fully engaged. Chilton and Stewart (1998)
believe, in these class settings, discussions simply lead to a consensus on the “right answers” to
all particular moral dilemmas (p. 2). The instruction by most criminal justice ethics teachers
lack complexity (Chilton & Stewart, 1998).
Another key problem in law enforcement ethics training, is in many cases it is not
ongoing. Trautman (2000) found through examination that officers who had lost certification
were usually in the range of five to ten years of experience (as cited in Wyatt-Nichols and
Franks, 2009-10, p. 43). Most of the ethics-based training is either directed at the new recruit or
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towards the executive level officer (Wyatt-Nichols and Franks, 2009-10). That desert in the
middle of one’s career is when officers need training the most. As a result, most infractions or
violations are occurring when no training is being given.
Another puzzling question is on what intellectual level should ethics be instructed? The
majority of law enforcement agencies do not require higher education as a prerequisite for
employment. Many agencies only require a high school diploma with a GED being also
accepted. White and Escobar (2008) list the arguments for not requiring a college level degree
for police officers as follows (p. 122):
•

The requirement unnecessarily limits an already thin applicant pool by excluding
otherwise qualified applicants.

•

The requirements has a disproportionate negative impact on minorities because of
unequal opportunities for secondary education.

•

A college education does not provide the skills needed to perform the job because
those skills come exclusively from experience on the job.

•

The research showing the actual impact of college education on actual police
officer performance is mixed.

During a study in 2013, it was reported that 84 percent of the departments in the United
States only require a high school diploma (Reaves, 2013, p. 7). Ten percent required a two-year
degree and only one percent required a four-year degree however, 54 percent of those agencies
considered military experience as a college alternative (Reaves, 2013, p. 7). Most police recruits
have little experience in the college classroom and are being subjected to a crucial topic in a
lecture format.
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The us versus them mentality has also been indoctrinated into the training itself. Chilton
and Stewart (1998) highlight that the United State Constitution is the nation’s commitment to
having a good and decent society. The supreme court bases their decisions of the constitution.
In many classrooms today, public interest ethics are being taught as criminal procedure or
inmates legal rights (Chilton & Stewart, 1998). This then villainizes the ethics and gives the
illusion that the criminals have more rights than the police. The researchers, however, maintain
that the teaching of actual cases involving interaction between citizenry and police and the
constitutionality of those interactions are the best practice in training (Chilton & Stewart,1998, p.
9). Teaching ethics is more successful when it focuses on Supreme Court cases, outcomes, and
opinions (Chilton & Stewart, 1998 p. 9). Chilton and Stewart (1998) acknowledge that this
instruction does not highlight issues such as accepting bribes, deception and other offenses not
highlighted in supreme court cases. They do feel however, that this type of instruction helps
build on the responsibility officers have and helps set the tone for their decisions and the fact
they are fiduciarily responsible to the public (Chilton & Stewart, 1998 p. 9). This corelates
directly back to Sir Robert Peel’s original vision of policing.
Das (1986) concluded that police ethics training should be well designed, imaginatively
planned and also fully comprehensive (p. 77). In 1997, the International Association of Chiefs of
Police recommended that all appropriate adult learning and educational styles such be utilized
when conducting police ethics training (as cited in Wyatt-Nichol & Franks, 2009-10, p. 42). The
current standard approach being of course lecture style training.
Robinson (2004) feels the best way to train ethics is to use the concept of shared
responsibility. The research thus far has shown the systemic issue of younger officers or recruits
wanting to fit in or looking up too much older more seasoned officers. Shared responsibility
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builds on the idea that cops will watch out for each other’s overall well-being (Robinson, 2004).
It ingrains in all officers that there is no greater since of loyalty than stepping up and preventing
a brother or sister officer from doing something that may end their career. This training
incorporates scenarios as the bases for the training. It can also be as simple or elaborate as you
want. Robinson (2004) explains that these scenarios can be conducted in small role playing or
large full-blown simulated calls. It is designed to have officers actually make decisions and not
just talk about situations.
Gilmartin and Harris (1998) believe the only way for ethics training to be successful and
have a true impact, is for officers to be able to apply it to the job. Building upon the team aspect
of discussion and scenario-based training presented so far in the research, agencies must
comprehend that the traditional approach made officers feel that they were being threatened and
chastised. The desired outcome when teaching ethics should be to reinforce the idea of selfpolicing and understanding that officers need to resist the idea of compromising during unethical
events (Gilmartin & Harris, 1998).
Higher education in law enforcement.
Watson and Robinson (2003) feel that in order for police officers to be effective, they
must have a broad perspective and understanding of society and the ability to apply their
knowledge to decisions made. Some people are able to do this instinctively but for others, this
ability only comes from a college education. Watson and Robinson (2003) suggest that the
statistical number of citizens that have college education should be equally represented within
police departments. The researchers suggest that by not following this principle the following
problems will occur (p.17):
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•

If the population is more educated than the police officers who serve it, there will be a
negative perception of the police. In order to gain the respect of the community, officers
must be seen as intelligent and knowledgeable.

•

If officers are uneducated they will be unable to keep up with a fast and changing
political environment and or social trends.

•

It will not allow officers to effectively communicate with the public. The public needs to
understand how difficult the job is, if officers are unable to communicate they will not be
able to convey those ideas. This may lead to unfair reporting and or a lack of support for
public. This will help to cause the police to self-isolate and enforce the us versus them
mentality.

•

If higher education is not reinforced in the police applicant process, others business and
or occupations will draw away from the police recruitment pool. If those skills are not
appreciated, the educated applicants will seek employment where it is.

One argument to the last point, is that recruiting college educated officers only leads to them
utilizing the agency or department as a stepping stone. This may include working as an officer
for three or four years in order to gain experience and then seek a job, for instance, with a federal
agency. Some police administrators look at this as a negative and therefore are scared to hire
someone who may possess a high level of education. Watson and Robinson (2003) suggest that
these administrators should embrace this and utilize it to their advantage.
The reality is that, due to the internal rank structure of most police departments, not
everyone will get a promotion. Because of fewer posts eventually, some officers will reach their
peak before their desired position (Watson & Robinson, 2003). Whether it is to seek better
employment or looking for a place to gain the highest rank, officers will eventually leave. Police
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administrators will need to understand that they may face this loss. They should convey this to
new recruits and express that even though they all will not seek their full fulfillment, the
department or agency they are employed by will be a great place to gain experience and a great
platform to launch into a second career (Watson & Robinson, 2003). Again, we see the idea of
not only being transparent and trust worthy with the community they serve but also the officers
these leaders serve as well.
Robinson (2015) believes because expectations of police are higher than ever, agency
administrators need to be working even harder to recruit and retain applicants that are highly
qualified. She is candid however, in the recent struggle these police agencies are having
recruiting officer in general. Social factors along with economics are causing significant
problems in regards to hiring. Robinson (2015) suggests that the new generation of workers are
seeking jobs with flexibility and rapid advancement. These two things are traditionally not
typical in law enforcement. These along with recent publicity of police misconduct, anti-police
protests, and police being ambushed by gunman, police jobs are hard to fill (Robinson, 2015).
This may be causing agencies to operate at dangerously low levels or the lowering of hiring
standards. This of course leads to the hiring of individuals who lack the ability to make ethical
decisions. The current environment is only leading to poor hiring and the continued
deteriorating of relationships between police and society.
There may be two ways to combat this. Watson and Robinson (2003) suggest actively
seeking out and recruiting college graduates. Administrators may not be able to wait for them to
show up on their own. They should be actively recruiting these individuals as well as
demonstrating appreciation for higher education. The second option may be pushing and
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actively promoting current officers in departments to seek college degrees (Watson & Robinson,
2003).
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Findings
The purpose of the research was to examine one of history’s most horrific offenses
carried out by police. This being their participation in the holocaust. The research examined the
factors that lead to the participation and was able to find similar factors that exist in modern
policing today. The research also set out to explore the code of silence that exists among police
officers in order to conceal deviancy and ethical violations. The research was also focused on
evaluating and explaining the us versus them mentality, in an attempt to determine why and how
it exists in law enforcement. Lastly, the research set out to determine to what extent ethics-based
training is being conducted in modern day police departments and potential strategies for it to
have a more positive effect on officers.
The current political environment involving policing is troubling. Calls to defund the
police along with violent protests across the United States, are causes for concern. Research
shows that there has been conduct by police officers not only in the United States but across the
globe that erode the citizen’s confidence in policing and its legitimacy. Law Enforcement must
understand and accept some responsibility in the matter. They must acknowledge that there has
been instances throughout history of police committing ethical violations that tarnish the badge.
When one officer uses poor judgment, it reflects poorly on the profession as a whole. Every
move they make and thing they say is being watched and with today’s technology, recorded.
One of the most important factors in the research was the responsibility leadership plays
in correcting issues and moving forward. The research has shown that under the right conditions
leaders can create whatever kind of officer they wish to have both good or bad. This is not
exclusive to formal leaders amongst the ranks of police but also informal leaders. Experienced
senior officers as well as training officers seem to carry some of the biggest influence inside
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agencies. There have been clear cases where officers were severely steered off course ethically
by influential senior or more seasoned officers. Leaders must constantly be aware of ethics
related issues and always be working to address them and reinforce positive behavior and
outcomes on behalf of the police.
Leaders must also constantly be engaging the community. Leaders must be aware of
potential issues and be constantly navigating obstacles. Leaders must be examining ways to
outwardly engage the community. They must encourage the service mindset to their officers and
always work for transparency in how they operate.
During the Holocaust one of the biggest issues became the lack of manpower. As a
result, a more uneducated class of police officer was being acquired and trained. As these
officers began their training some held explicit bias towards certain groups of people. Others
may not have had those biases but as training and influence began to take hold it seemed a
certain ethos was spread on a much larger scale. As officers began to interact with other officers
of influence, they began to take part in genocide. Research pointed heavily to the fact that fears
of being ostracized by the group along with the macho type environment of policing lead to this
influence. It became a way of survival for many involved. If you take a sense of duty and or
fear and then compound it with external pressure from peers, unethical decisions may result.
Policing today are still struggling with some of the important details experienced during
the time of the Holocaust. Today police are struggling in the area of recruitment. News articles
of officers resigning or retiring early fill the media. Economic factors, the rigidity of policing,
and the dangers involved are also negatively influencing recruitment. This along with the fact
that the large majority of police agencies across the country do not emphasize higher education is
causing a major hurdle in the quality of individuals that are hired. Uneducated officers will have
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a more difficult time understanding societal issues and struggle in the decision-making process.
They will also be more susceptible to negative influences by senior officers who are held as more
knowledgeable.
Research suggests that senior officers of influence seemed to screen new recruits and
either indoctrinate them into agency culture or ostracize them. The indoctrination sometimes
involves breeding and supporting the ethos that police are victims of society and the hardships
encountered on the job. The information gathered also suggested officers who feel victimized by
society will tend to self-isolate. If they feel a lack of trust in the community and or a lack of trust
in agency leadership, they will tend to turn defensive which only helps reinforce the us versus
them mentality. As this mentality is fostered by both experiences and influence of senior
officers’, ethical violations can occur. The research clearly shows that the current environment in
the United States, which include violent protests, riots, and calls to defund the police, will only
cause law enforcement officers to dig in deeper and reinforce the idea that society is out to get
them. Based on information gathered, this approach will only divide the broken relationship
more.
Part of the responsibility of police leadership is to understand the broad spectrum of
police deviancy. The information gleaned on officers arrested pointed to the fact that it occurs
across a broader spectrum. Punch (2010) questioned whether the bad officers were simply
apples in an agency or was it more a case of bunches and even orchards. This deviancy
statistically occurs based on interactions and influences encountered on duty. Officers are
continually involved in interactions that may or may not have easy solutions for positive
outcomes. As the us versus them mentality takes hold, officers may find themselves in
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interactions such as unlawful use of force for what they determine is the greater good. It is
justified because they were able to get a “bad guy” off the streets.
Law enforcement leaders take for granted that individuals hired into the police ranks
possess the ability to make ethical decisions all the time and in every situation. They don’t take
into account the discretion officers are given and the fact that they often make tough split-second
decisions the majority of the time without immediate supervision. Police Departments spend
countless ours training and reinforcing technical skills. These skills include defense driving,
firearms training, and defensive tactics. The research shows however, a sever gap in the amount
of ethics training officers are receiving. There must be a continual reinforcement of ethics and
ethics training throughout an officers’ entire career.
Ethics training must also be relevant and taught with all learning styles in mind. The
lecture style which the research clearly shows is the standard being taught across the country is
irrelevant and ineffective. The most effective way of training officers is through the utilization
of scenarios, role playing and the examination of police and citizen encounters. These
encounters along with the supreme court decisions that followed. There must be a strong
emphasis on learning from and the participation of senior officers and other informal leaders in
agencies. Officers have all faced different ethical dilemmas in their careers. These should all be
discussed. The training should be focused on creating an atmosphere where making good ethical
decisions is rewarding. The atmosphere where you are your brother or sister’s keeper should be
fostered. This will help break through the macho environment that exists in policing.
Agencies must also consider the large deficit that exists in officers who have higher
education. Research points to the fact that agency administrators may look negatively at highly
educated recruits. A fear exists that they may only be using the particular agency as a
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steppingstone for better employment elsewhere. This must be embraced and publicized.
Possessing the more educated officer for only three to five years may be a better outcome than
someone less educated for longer. There must also be initiatives to promote higher education for
officers already employed. A more educated workforce will not only help the agencies involved
but also build legitimacy with the community.
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Discussion
Looking at the events that led to the participation of the police during the Holocaust were
extremely concerning. Though you would hope that no event such as this will ever occur again
in history, we must acknowledge that events involving poor ethics or conduct on behalf of police
are still occurring today. The lack of manpower resulting in poor hiring practices, indoctrination
into a certain police culture, and the power and discretion given to law enforcement led to those
atrocities then and are still occurring now. Law Enforcement must understand the responsibility
they are given and work every day to promote positive ethics and breaking the code of silence.
I joined the Madisonville Police Department of Kentucky, in October of 2000.
Throughout my career, I was able to experience most of all aspects of policing. I began as a
patrol officer and later moved into investigations where I was a detective. After investigations, I
went on to supervise patrol and later investigations as both a Sergeant and Lieutenant. I also
commanded the agency’s Emergency Response Team (SWAT). I eventually reached the rank of
Major. This position answered directly to the Chief of Police. My duties and responsibilities
were to oversee all patrol operations and personnel. I retired from Madisonville Police
Department in March of 2020, with a total of 20 years of law enforcement experience.
Throughout my career, I also held several specialty positions. I was the agencies lead
firearms instructor and primary TASER instructor. I also was certified in verbal judo and taught
tactical communications to the agency. I was also able to supervise the support service division
for a few years where we oversaw training, court appearance (subpoenas), IT, and equipment or
quarter master services. I currently service as a Sheriff’s Deputy with the Hopkins County
Kentucky Sheriff’s Department in the School Resource Officer capacity. I am able to relate to
the majority of the research as a matter of personal experience.
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As a law enforcement executive with 20 years of service, several concerning issues
surfaced in the research that are not only of concern but, things I have witnessed first-hand. The
first is the consistency in the findings in regard to the amount of influence senior seasoned
officers have on new recruits. They possess more influence in my experience than first-line
supervision let alone members of police administration. These individual officers not only set
the tone for individual officer behavior but also the overall morale and culture of their
organizations.
In 2011, Chief Wade Williams (Ret.) with the Madisonville Police Department in
Kentucky, was faced with a major challenge. Williams implemented a mandatory physical
fitness policy for the agency. Chief Williams believed it was the department member’s
responsibility to be ready to perform their duties at a moment’s notice. After a noticeable
decline in the fitness of the department’s officers, he decided it was time for a change. Williams
worked many months to research, develop, and write the policy. The biggest obstacle was not
developing the policy, it was the push back he began to get from some of the officers. As
grumblings began, morale slowly began to deteriorate. Williams looked at his roster and
identified approximately 10 officers he knew where informal leaders in the agency. Men and
Women who he knew had strong influence with the majority of the departmental employees. He
then met with them individually and shared the vision and reasoning behind his new policy. He
explained it and slowly but surely sold each of them on its importance. Within a month he had
complete buy in from everyone except for two officers. They soon retired. The following year
he had a 100% pass rate for the fitness test. This clearly demonstrates the power informal leaders
have within police departments.

In my personal experience, I have never seen or personally hired any officer in my
agency that was not excited to do the job. From inception, they start their training with
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excitement and vigor, ready to face any challenge thrown at them. They fill interviews with
thoughts of how much they want to help their communities and how much their communities
mean to them. Throughout my career however, some of their perceptions begin to erode. What I
have noticed from my experience is it is not the work that affects them negatively. The most
harmful factor affecting their attitude and work ethic is the veteran officer's influence. Officers
who once could not wait to hit the streets now hang around the station after roll call complaining
about the job, the community, the department, and how everyone is out to get them. From an
internal point of view, the research regarding the amount of influence senior officers carry is
accurate.
Another pertinent issues that I am personally witnessing is that of hiring and training new
recruits. One of the issues currently affecting Kentucky is the back log in admittance into our
training academy. Louisville Metro Police Department, Lexington Police Department, Bowling
Green Police Department, and the Kentucky State Police run and facilitate their own police
training academies. These academies are specifically and solely for recruits that will be working
for those individual agencies. The rest of Kentucky’s law enforcement agencies must hire new
recruits individually and then send these recruits to the Department of Criminal Justice Training
located on the campus of Eastern Kentucky University in Richmond Kentucky.
In the state of Kentucky, the law allows officers the ability to work up to 12 months prior
to graduating the Department of Criminal Justice Training. This means you can work as a police
officer for a year, without receiving your certification and fundamental training as an officer.
This is a major liability in itself and leaves many police administrations in constant stress. The
issues then become what to do with the officer in the meantime. As mentioned previously, in
order for officers to be admitted, the rules require they be hired by the agency. Once they are
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hired the agencies can attempt to enroll them into the academy. In my personal experience, I
have seen this amount of time be up to 4 months. During that 4 months of lag time you have to
determine what to do with the recruit. The best option is to begin working with their technical
skills. They are familiarized with equipment such as firearms and TASER. They are subjected
to reviewing the policies and procedures of the agency. Lastly, they are equipped and begin
riding along with training officers in order to expedite their training after leaving the academy.
While this may be a logical use of time, the recruit is already becoming indoctrinated into the
culture of the agency.
Thinking back upon the research, I am extremely concerned about this issue. The
findings show that recruits can be extremely influenced by senior officers and also by their
academy training. The research showed that academies actually create a mindset of division in
the police recruit from the civilian world. This toppled with the fact that before they are even
arriving for the foundational training, they are already deeply ingrained with their agency’s
cultures. This may be counterproductive. When they start, there is not an equal playing filed.
This does not even account for a recruit that has already been accepted into a group of officers
that are unethical and deviant. If that is the case, that deviance may be spread into the academy
class itself.
Another topic for discussion is the accuracy in which ethics training is being taught. In
October of 2000, I was hired as a police officer in the state of Kentucky. As part of my entrance
process and before attending the police academy, I was asked to sign a canon of ethics. See
figure 6. By order of the Kentucky Law Enforcement Council that signed Canon of Ethics has to
be placed in the officer’s personnel file where it stays throughout their career. The day I signed
that canon was the last time it was discussed.
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While attending the academy, I was lectured on ethics and received several hours of
training in the area. Again, you see how the research is consistent with my experiences. The
training academy did make an effort to utilize all training styles throughout my experience. They
also often used scenario-based training. These scenarios, however, were utilized to teach
technical skills such as crime scene investigation or police procedure. There was no scenariobased ethics training conducted.
As mentioned earlier there is no record on the actual number of hours received on my
transcripts. I have reviewed several recruit officers’ transcripts from recent graduations with the
same results. I can assure they are receiving it, but it is not documented. A call was placed to
the Department of Criminal Justice Training to see if an exact number in the curriculum was
available but due to COVID-19 restrictions the call was not originally fulfilled. Major Andy
Rush with the Madisonville Police Department was able to file an open records request for the
curriculum with the Department of Criminal Justice training. He reported that to his best
assessment recruits are receiving three to four hours in ethics-based curriculum (A. Rush,
personal communication, October 14, 2020).
After my academy training, I was not personally instructed again on ethics until
approximately seven years later. This occurred when I attended training after promoting to the
rank of Sergeant. While attending different supervisory trainings, I begin to receive new training
in the area of ethics almost every year. After I was promoted, my responsibilities changed, and I
became more focused on supervising officers. The irony is, I was not faced with those daily
situation’s officers face such as use of force etc. This verifies the research and lends further
credibility to the fact that officers are not getting ethics training in that first seven years of
service when they need it the most.
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Law Enforcement officers and agencies spend a lot of time training on technical skills.
The majority of agencies across the country require continual training. I can attest that my
agency members receive a minimal of 14 hours of additional training every year in firearms
alone. Yearly firearms qualifications, drivers training, TASER recertifications etc. have to be
conducted and refreshed. My agency even requires yearly handcuffing training. Some of these
officers make over 300 arrests every year but are still required to show the proper handcuffing
technique annually. It is my opinion that officers face way more decisions in regard to ethics
than the use of deadly force. To remain proficient at these skills there has to be continual
training and familiarization.
I can honestly admit that I have fallen into the category of person who felt that people
either possess ethics or they don’t. I am embarrassed after conducting research, that I did not
reinforce ethics training to the extent I should have. I can substantiate that agencies check the
box every year of things that have to be trained and then moved on.
Even more interesting is during the years I taught verbal judo to the agency I saw its
result. Those years we reduced citizen complaints by 80 percent. The basic foundation of the
course was geared around treating people with respect even when they don’t deserve it. It was
focused on tactically diffusing verbal conflicts and deescalating use of force situations. It made
officers think critically about their daily interactions with the public. It was ethics training. I
personally realized its value but failed to keep the program going. Ethics training has to be
conducted in line with all other critical skills.
I can attest to both the power and influence senior officers have on a group. I can also
agree that ethics training must be reinforced continually. I am also concerned with recruitment
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and the future of recruits that will be joining the ranks of policing. We must look at the current
events in the United States from an officer’s perspective.
There was not a more truthful theme in the research, than the fact that if officers feel
victimized, they will self-isolate. Looking back on the first couple years of my career, it was
exciting. Now it feels very stagnant and there is almost a since of dread when officers are
showing up for work. In my career, I believe two things have really caused a large divide. The
first is the development and influence of social media. The second was the arrest of Henry Gates
Jr. in 2009.
In July, of 2009, Henry Gates Jr. was arrested for disorderly conduct in Cambridge
Massachusetts. Gates Jr., a black Harvard Professor, had come home from a trip to find his front
door stuck. He enlisted the cab driver who brought him from the airport to help him push open
the front door. The neighbor saw this and decided to call Law Enforcement not realizing he was
the homeowner. Police from Cambridge arrived to investigate. While trying to investigate Gates
Jr. became belligerent and was screaming and yelling at police blaming them of racism. He was
even yelling derogatory comments about the officer’s mother. The officer was clearly just trying
to ensure that he was not burglarizing the house. As a result of his yelling and disorderly
conduct outside the residence, Gates Jr. was arrested.
In the days that followed, President Barack Obama would address the nation advising that
the Cambridge Officers acted “stupidly” (“Henry Louis Gates, Jr. Police Report”, 2012). After
admitting he did not have all the facts of the case, he would later apologize and suggest he did
not realize how much influence his weighing in on the situation would have. He would later have
the two men to the White House in what was dubbed the infamous beer summit. I can only
speak for where I was located but at that moment, I personally watched our officers feel as if the
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President of the United States was saying it was okay to berate and address police in a
derogatory disrespectful manner.
When you authorize the citizenry to address police officers this way it reinforces the us
versus them mentality that exists in law enforcement. It does exist as the research clearly shows.
The nature of the work simply promotes it. However, when you allow the citizenry to
dehumanize officers it only exacerbates the situation. The nature of police work is rough and
tough. Most people think of the physical risks involved but few are accounting for the mental
risk.
In my career, I have experienced the gamut of cliché police incidents. But I have also
witnessed some horrific things. Things that people from my small town would never believe.

I

have witnessed a man take his own life in front of me. I have listened to men confess to
molesting their own children. You have to remember if police are not constantly reminded of the
positive aspects of the job, they will focus on the negative that sometimes outweigh the positive.
By nature, the work itself is negative and strongly fuels the us versus them mentality. Police
leaders are having a difficult time motivating the current employees to keep positive mental
attitudes. Not only that but, it seems that the hiring pools are shrinking drastically because of the
climate.
In 2000, I signed up and took the test to become a police officer. At that time 150 people
had applied for the three officer positions. After taking the test and going through the rigorous
process which involves background checks, credit checks, polygraphs, physical exams, mental
exams, drug testing etc. they hired one person. I was the only one out of that group to make it to
the end. Last year the same department had only twelve individuals apply for four officers
positions. This is not only happening in Madisonville Kentucky it is happening across the entire
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state. Speaking with colleagues throughout other agencies, they are all struggling with
manpower and staffing shortages.
The fear is that in the end, agencies are allowing individuals through the process that in
years past would not have made it. Mandatory test scores are being lowered and things that
surface in backgrounds are being overlooked in order to fill vacancies. The main reason, in my
opinion, is the political environment that is working to discredit police agencies as a whole.
Society must realize that attacking the police is counterproductive. We are all going to have to
work together. It seems that both the police and society are just standing deadlocked with their
heels dug in the sand.
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Recommendations
Moving forward there are several recommendations. The first is the responsibility law
enforcement leaders, throughout the country, have in regards to ethics and the ethical issues
agencies are facing. Law enforcement leaders cannot afford to set idly by and wait for
politicians or society to correct the issues for them. They must also grasp the fact that these
issues do exist. Leaders have to understand and accept that throughout history there have been
misdeeds committed at the hands of police. With that being said leadership must acknowledge
shortcomings, be transparent, and always strive to build and keep public trust.
Leaders have to realize the warnings signs and respond to them swiftly in order to
prevent ethical dilemmas. There has to be a clear vision and mission not only in individual
agencies but across the country that unethical behavior will not be promoted or tolerated. As a
former board member for Big Brothers Big Sisters, I discovered immediately that non-profit
agencies are very difficult to run. In non-profit organizations, a clear mission and vision has to
be developed and that mission and vision has to be consistently discussed and carried out in the
daily activities of every member of the organization. Every interaction made with your shareholders is important and establishes future success.
Police work is no different. It is a public service. Police agencies do not generate
revenue or create a product. They do however cost counties, towns, cities and taxpayers across
this country mass amounts of money. They may not produce a widget or sources of income but
they do however, provide a service. They have an obligation to provide these services and
protect their stakeholders and those stakeholders are all community members.
The “us versus them” mentality, that has been established in the research and plagues
policing must also be corrected. The nature of the job and training itself promotes this ideal and
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attitude. If not constantly monitored, it will devour the agencies’ connection with the public it
serves. Officers must consistently interact with the public with positivity by healthy encounters
not necessarily related to “police business”. Agencies must constantly strive to create avenues in
order for these interactions to occur. As stated in the research, Sir Robert Peel suggested from its
inception that the police should realize they are also a part of the public and the public is a part of
the police. Law Enforcement must understand that they will not be able to effectively do their
jobs without mobilization by the public. The public will not effectively mobilize a police force
they do not trust.
Ethics training must be incorporated into the daily lives of law enforcement officers.
Like a vision it must be discussed and encouraged consistently. This training must be done
utilizing the influence of senior officers. Officers must understand they are their brothers and
sisters keeper. Scenarios and interactive discussions should be conducted. There should no
longer be a lull in training during the crucial years of an officer’s career. Along with these
informal training sessions, yearly trainings in regards to implicit bias must take place. Officers
must understand and acknowledge internally what biases they may carry and educate themselves
on how to prevent acting on those biases.
Agencies must also be aware and continually monitor that early developmental stage of a
new police recruits’ career. When they first join police agencies, they are much like infants
trying to learn and grasp knowledge. The research clearly shows that often new recruits become
a product of the environment in which they are trained. Agencies can indeed create the quality
of officer they desire. Leaders need to be aware of just how impressionable these recruits can be
a work to safe guard them from negative influences. They also need to work to incorporate them
into their communities in order to prevent the us versus them mentality. Also, once they are sent
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to these training or academy locations, they must not be forgotten about. The isolation of the
academies themselves may also foster a defensive mindset. These officers may be attending a
training academy, but they are and will forever be your overall responsibility. They may also
become you and your community’s problem if not handled correctly.
Further research needs to be conducted in two areas. The first area is to identify the most
effective ways to encourage officers to report unethical behavior. This has to be investigated in
order to disrupt the code of silence the research clearly proves exists. Research should
investigate if and on what level officers will self-report incidents.
The second area of research needs to explore the direct effects of having college educated
officers versus non-educated. In the research some agencies tend to give credit for military
service in lieu of college. Research should be conducted to see if this is beneficial or has no
bearing on overall law enforcement performance or decision-making ability. Research must also
be conducted in regard to the extent of the recruitment and retention crises law enforcement
agencies are reporting. How does setting educational requirements effect this issue?
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Conclusion
The purpose of this study was to examine one of history’s most horrific offenses carried
out by police. This being their participation in the Holocaust. This set out determine the factors
that led to their participation and how some of those factors still exist in policing today. Factors
such as implicit bias and police deviancy along with the absence of ethics-based police training
were also researched. We also examined the existence of the “us versus them” mentality that
police possess and attempted to understand the factors that cause it.
As a result of the research it was discovered that law enforcement officers our often a
product of the environment in which they are trained. The nature of the job itself strongly
encourages a victimization mindset on behalf of police officers causing them to self-isolate. This
self-isolation encourages an us versus them mentality. The macho type environment also plays
strongly in the actions of police officers both male and female. A strong desire to fit in often
directs actions and decisions made by police officers.
During the holocaust, the German military’s lack of manpower led to the recruitment of
police officers to assist in their operations. This strong need led to the hiring of large numbers of
uneducated officers. These officers were then strongly influenced during their initial training
and then submerged into the macho police environment. This environment along with the biases
held by individual officers influenced the police’s overall participation in the holocaust.
This research discovered that the issue of hiring uneducated officers exists on a large
scale currently throughout agencies across the United States. The research also clearly shows
that police deviancy is not just reserved for larger departments and arrest of police occur in all
states and throughout all agency sizes. These acts perpetrated by police are eroding the public’s
trust.
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Not surprisingly, it was discovered that a code of silence amongst officer’s exist and is
used to protect officer’s deviancy and ethical violations from being exposed. Kaariainen et al.
(2008) believes that the code of silence is so powerful that it may be difficult, if not impossible,
to study police misconduct. The main issue in all these however, is the lack of overall ethicsbased training inside law enforcement agencies. As a whole this area is lacking and the common
methods of teaching it are ineffective. Agency leaders are taking for granted that ethics are a
natural possession of the officers they hire and are more focused on improving technical skills.
The general nature of police work and the strong emphasis on discretion demands an emphasis
on ethics training. Police deviancy is a result of this inefficiency.
Law enforcement agencies and more specifically leaders must work to understand the
complicated culture that exists in policing. Now more than ever, law enforcement departments
throughout the United States should be focused on building legitimacy and public trust. There
are many areas that need to be addressed. The primary emphasis to accomplish this, however,
should be a focus on positive mentoring on behalf of the agency as a whole and continual ethics
training throughout every officer’s career.
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Appendix A

Figure 1: German police along with onlookers in civilian clothing preparing to execute Jewish men and
children near a mass grave. United States Holocaust Memorial Museum, Courtesy of Jacob Igra.
Retrieved from https://collections.ushmm.org/search/catalog/pa1175555

Figure 2: German police forcing Jewish women to undress prior to their execution. United States
Holocaust Memorial Museum, courtesy of Jacob Igra. Retrieved from
https://collections.ushmm.org/search/catalog/pa5733
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Figure 3: German police shooting Jewish women who were still alive after mass execution. United States
Holocaust Memorial Museum, courtesy of Instytut Pamieci Narodowej. Retrieved from
https://collections.ushmm.org/search/catalog/pa1065469

Figure 4: Jewish survivors of the sweep by German police in Baranovichi, Poland 1942. United States
Holocaust Memorial Museum, courtesy of George kaddish / Zvi Kadushin. Retrieved from
https://collections.ushmm.org/search/catalog/pa1047799
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Figure 5: Rodney King being beaten by members of the Los Angeles Police Department following a
traffic stop on March 3, 1991. Retrieved from
https://apnews.com/article/fa4d04d8281443fc8db0e27d6be52081
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Figure 6: Canon of Ethics as provided by the Kentucky Law Enforcement Council. Retrieved
from
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b8006120dbda3a47d0e6ef1/t/5be98912c2241bb5cb88e20
9/1542031635008/Form_L-2_Canon_of_Ethics.pdf
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Figure 6: Canon of Ethics as provided by the Kentucky Law Enforcement Council. Retrieved
from
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b8006120dbda3a47d0e6ef1/t/5be98912c2241bb5cb88e20
9/1542031635008/Form_L-2_Canon_of_Ethics.pdf
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Figure 6: Canon of Ethics as provided by the Kentucky Law Enforcement Council. Retrieved
from
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b8006120dbda3a47d0e6ef1/t/5be98912c2241bb5cb88e20
9/1542031635008/Form_L-2_Canon_of_Ethics.pdf

